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A deterministic and stochastic model for the system
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Beijing, 100083, China;
bSchool of Mathematics, The University of Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester, M13 9PL, UK.

Abstract Modern medical studies show that chemotherapy can help most cancer patients, especially

for those diagnosed early, to stabilize their disease conditions from months to years, which means the

population of tumor cells remained nearly unchanged in quite a long time after fighting against im-

mune system and drugs. In order to better understand the dynamics of tumor immune responses under

chemotherapy, deterministic and stochastic differential equation models are constructed to characterize

the dynamical change of tumor cells and immune cells in this paper. The basic dynamical properties,

such as boundedness, existence and stability of equilibrium points, are investigated in the determin-

istic model. Extended stochastic models include stochastic differential equations (SDEs) model and

continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model, which accounts for the variability in cellular reproduc-

tion, growth and death, interspecific competitions, and immune response to chemotherapy. The CTMC

model is harnessed to estimate the extinction probability of tumor cells. Numerical simulations are

performed, which confirms the obtained theoretical results.

Keywords Chemotherapy, Deterministic model, Stochastic model, Tumor

1 Introduction

Cancer treatment is a major public health problem in most parts of the world. It causes the highest

mortality rate in economically developed countries and the second highest mortality rate in developing

countries [1]. In 2012, there were about 14.1 million new cancer cases and 8.2 million deaths in the

world based on the GLOBOCAN estimates. The occurrence of cancer is increasing as a result of popu-

lation aging and growth, leading to an increasing prevalence of established risk factors such as smoking,

overweight, physical inactivity, and changing reproductive patterns associated with urbanization and e-

conomic development [2].

The interactions between the immune system and growing tumor are quite complicated. Gener-

ally speaking, the immune response to tumor mainly involves the division and coordination of several

kinds of immune cells. Once a tumor occurs in one tissue, B-lymphocytes products and secrets anti-

bodies into the blood or places them on the surface of the tumor. In the meantime, the effector cells

(Cytotoxic-T-Lymphocytes, CTLs) destroy the antigens constantly. This leads to T helper-lymphocytes,

the antigen-bearing cells, to secret interleukins, which stimulates both T and B cells to divide. Finally, the

immune response is terminated by T-suppressor cells. The process of immune response to a tumor seems

unassailable. Unfortunately, the tumor processes a rigorous defense system that could interrupt the occur-
∗Corresponding author.
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rence of a fully efficient response by preventing themselves from contacting with lymphocytes through

the surface expression of ligands which initiate the apoptotic signal in the cytotoxic T-lymphocytes [3].

Accounting for the complexity of immune responses to a tumor, various mathematical models were

developed to understand its dynamical mechanism in the past few decades. Among these models, most

of them are deterministic (e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and references therein),

and only a few of them are stochastic ( e.g., [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and references therein). In the investiga-

tion of deterministic models, some researchers focus on the estimation of parameters and the analysis of

dynamical properties, such as stability, bifurcation and its stability and direction[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11],

while others further extend the applications of these models by exploring the optimal control of cancer

treatment[12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Stochastic models are introduced to characterize immune respons-

es to a tumor, which improves understanding of the pathological process from a different perspective.

Sarkar and Banerjee [19] constructed a stochastic system, consisting of tumor cells, hunting predator

cells and resting predator cells, and investigated the stochastic stability properties of the model. Albano

and Giorno [20] proposed a stochastic model for solid tumor growth based on deterministic Gompertz

law, and studied the effects of a time-dependent therapy via a numerical approach. Bose and Trimper

[21] analyzed a stochastic model for tumor cell growth with both multiplicative and additive colored

noises as well as nonzero cross correlations in between. Xu et al. [22] discussed the stochastic bifur-

cation for a tumor-immune system in the presence of a symmetric non-Gaussian Lévy noise, and found

that stochastic dynamics induced by Gaussian and non-Gaussian Lévy noises were quite different. Kim

et al. [23] constructed deterministic and stochastic models of cancer-virus dynamics, and investigated

virus characteristic parameter sensitivities using a reproduction ratio. Overall, mathematical modelling

plays an essential role in designing and analyzing clinical trials to oncology, which offers a potentially

powerful tool in the development of improved treatment regimens.

Actually, many factors influence the effect of cancer treatment, such as the strength of patient’s own

immune response, the severity of the disease, and the application of the treatment. From the perspective

of tumor therapy, chemotherapy is a very important treatment method which maybe cure part of patients

with non-metastatic cancer. Even for patients with advanced cancer, it is still possible to extend their life

spans to some extent. Taking lung cancer for example, it leads to approximately one third of all cancer-

related deaths, which is more than the aggregate proportion of breast, prostate, and colon cancer in each

year. The median survival of patients with untreated metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer is only four to

five months, with a survival rate at one year of only 10 percent [24]. However, many studies proved that

chemotherapy, as a supportive care, slightly promotes the survival time for patients with advanced non-

small-cell lung cancer [25, 26, 27]. Moreover, Cullen et al. [28] demonstrated that chemotherapy with

the ”best supportive care” reduced symptoms and improved the quality of life for lung cancer patients.

Fortunately, a variety of new drugs have been found for treating metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer

over the past two decades, such as the taxanes, gemcitabine, and vinorelbine. A number of phase II

studies show that it has resulted in high response rates and prolonged survival at one year by combining

one or more of these drugs with a platinum compound [29, 30, 31].

Inspired by the above researches, this paper attempts to explore the influence of chemotherapy
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on tumor-immune responses from a long-term perspective. Clinical medicine researches have shown

that the stable period of a cancer patient with chemotherapy could remain for months or even a couple

of years, which means that the population of tumor cells remained nearly unchanged in quite a long

time after fighting against the immune system and drugs. Unfortunately, in most cases tumor cells

eventually develop resistance to these chemicals and defeat immune system in vivo. However, it is still

very significant to harness mathematical and statistical modeling to improve the understanding of the

system dynamics of tumor-immune responses to chemotherapy, which should contribute to make some

effective cancer treatment strategies. For this, we shall first construct a deterministic model by adding the

terms of chemotherapy effect based on the immune responses system proposed in [32, 33], and obtain

asymptotically stable conditions of equilibriums. Moreover, considering much uncertainty in the process

of treatment, such as the variability in cellular reproduction and death, the change of fight ability between

immune system and tumor cell, and the fluctuation of chemotherapy effect, we extend the deterministic

model to stochastic one, and further use a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model to estimate the

extinction probability of tumor cells.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. The deterministic ordinary differential equation

(ODE) model that characterizes tumor-immune responses is constructed, and its basic dynamical prop-

erties are discussed in section 2. In section 3, a stochastic model is proposed based on the deterministic

ODE model, and a continuous-time Markov chain model is employed to estimate the extinction proba-

bility of tumor cells. Some numerical simulations are performed to verify the theoretical results obtained

in this paper. The paper ends with a brief conclusion.

2 Deterministic mathematical model

2.1 The construction of ODE

At time t, let E(t) denote the population of effector immune cells (such as CD8+ T cells); N(t)

represents the population of normal cells; and T (t) is the population of tumor cells. Pillis and Radun-

skaya [32, 33] proposed a mathematical model to describe the interactions of the tumor-immune system

as follows: 

dE
dt = s+ ρET

α+T − β1ET − d1E,

dN
dt = r1N(1− b1N)− β2NT,

dT
dt = r2T (1− b2T )− β3ET − β4NT,

(1)

with the initial conditions E(0) > 0, N(0) > 0, T (0) > 0. In the first equation of system (1), the

immune effector cells have a constant source s and a constant death rate d1. Effector cells are also

recruited by tumor cells through a Michaelis-Menten term, ρET
α+T , which serves to provide a saturation

effect [17, 34, 35]. Here, both ρ and α are positive constants. Furthermore, the competition between

effector cells and tumor cells results in the death of two kinds of cells, which can be reflected by the

terms −β1ET and −β3ET .
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In the second and third equations of system (1), normal cells and tumor cells are produced by a

logistic growth law. Parameters r1(r2) and b−1
1 (b−1

2 ) are the maximal growth rate and the maximal

carrying capacity of the biological environment for the normal cell population (tumor cell population),

respectively. It’s important to note that the parameter r1(r2) incorporates both multiplication and death

of the normal cell population (tumor cell population). Additionally, there are also competition between

tumor and normal cells, which is described in the last terms of these two equations.

System (1) characterizes the immune system response to the tumor without therapy in vivo. When

consideing the chemotherapy effect on the system, all the three cell populations would change through

some mass-action dynamic behaviors. Naturally, chemotherapy has a different effect on each type cel-

l. By adding depletion term in each equation, a new deterministic model describing tumor-immune

responses to chemotherapy is given by

dE
dt = s+ ρET

α+T − β1ET − d1E − c1E,

dN
dt = r1N(1− b1N)− β2NT − c2N,

dT
dt = r2T (1− b2T )− β3ET − β4NT − c3T,

(2)

with the initial conditions

E(0) = E0 > 0, N(0) = N0 > 0, T (0) = T0 > 0. (3)

In system (2), the variables and parameters have the same meaning as what they are in system (1).

Parameters c1, c2 and c3 reflect the chemotherapy effect on the depletion rate of three types of cells. The

growth rate of effector immune cells is greater than the natural death rate and clear rate by chemotherapy,

and the growth rate of normal cells is larger than the clear rate by chemotherapy, so that a reasonable

assumption is ρ > c1 + d1 and r1 > c2.

2.2 Existence of equilibrium points

In this section, we first prove that all solutions of the system (2) with initial conditions (3) are

positive and ultimately bounded.

Suppose E(t) is not always positive. Let t1 be the first time such that E(t1) = 0, i.e., t1 = inf{t |
t > 0, E(t) = 0}. Then we have dE(t1)

dt = s > 0 by the first equation of system (2), which means

E(t) < 0 for t ∈ (t1 − ϵ, t1), where ϵ is an arbitrary small positive constant. This contradicts with the

previous hypothesis, so that E(t) is always positive under initial conditions (3).

Now, we shall show that both N(t) and T (t) are positive for all t > 0 under initial conditions (3).

By solving the second and third equation of system (3), we obtain

N(t) = N(0)exp

{∫ t

0
[r1(1− b1N(s))− β2T (s)− c2] ds

}
,

T (t) = T (0)exp

{∫ t

0
[r2(1− b2T (s))− β3E(s)− β4N(s)− c3] ds

}
.
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Hence, it is easily to see that N(t) > 0 and T (t) > 0 for t > 0 under initial conditions (3).

In the following, we analyze the boundedness of solutions of the system (2). By the first equation

of system (2), we get

dE
dt = s+ ρET

α+T − β1ET − d1E − c1E < s+ ρET
α+T − (d1 + c1)E, (4)

Solving differential equation (4), we easily obtain

E(t) < E(0)e−(c1+d1)t + e−(c1+d1)t
∫ t
0

[
s+ ρE(u)T (u)

α+T (u)

]
du. (5)

From the second equation of system (2), we have

dN
dt < r1N(1− b1N)− c2N, (6)

which implies, by Kamke’s comparison theorem,

lim
x→∞

supN(t) ≤ r1 − c2
b1r1

,

and

N(t) ≤ max

(
N(0),

r1 − c2
b1r1

)
. (7)

Similarly, according to the third equation of system (2), we can arrive at the following inequality

T (t) ≤ max

(
T (0),

r2 − c3
b2r2

)
. (8)

Based on the above analysis, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1 For sufficiently large t, all solutions of system (2) with initial conditions (3) are positive and

ultimately bounded.

After a period of treatment, cancer cells in the host may not increase, but keep in a stable state, i.e.,

the equilibrium point of the system. In order to solve the equilibrium points, the derivatives in left hand

of system (2) are assumed to be equal to zero, so that the following equations are derived,
s+ ρET/(α+ T )− β1ET − d1E − c1E = 0,

r1N(1− b1N)− β2NT − c2N = 0,

r2T (1− b2T )− β3ET − β4NT − c3T = 0.

(9)

Clearly, if T = 0 , then system (2) has two disease-free equilibrium points P ∗
0,1 = (E∗

0,1, N∗
0,1, T ∗

0 ) =(
s

c1+d1
, r1−c2

b1r1
, 0

)
and P ∗

0,2 = (E∗
0,2, N

∗
0,2, T

∗
0 ) =

(
s

c1+d1
, 0, 0

)
. If T ̸= 0, system (2) has two types

of roots, that is,

P ∗
1 = (E∗

1 , N
∗
1 , T

∗) =
(

s(α+T ∗)
(α+T ∗)(β1T ∗+c1+d1)−ρT ∗ ,

r1−c2−β2T ∗

b1r1
, T ∗

)
,

P ∗
2 = (E∗

2 , N
∗
2 , T

∗) =
(

s(α+T ∗)
(α+T ∗)(β1T ∗+c1+d1)−ρT ∗ , 0, T

∗
)
,
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where T ∗ is one of the roots of equation (10), calculated by equation (9),

f(T )
∆
= T 3 +BT 2 + CT +D = 0, (10)

and

B =
b1r1r2 + c2β4 − b1c3r1 − β4r1

β2β4 − b1b2r1r2
+

c1 + d1 + αβ1 − ρ

β1
,

C =
(c1 + d1 + αβ1 − ρ)(b1r1r2 + c2β4 − b1c3r1 − β4r1)

β1(β2β4 − b1b2r1r2)
+

α(c1 + d1)

β1
− b1r1sβ3

β1(β2β4 − b1b2r1r2)
,

D =
α(c1 + d1)(b1r1r2 + c2β4 − b1c3r1 − β4r1)− b1r1sαβ3

β1(β2β4 − b1b2r1r2)
.

The root discriminant of equation (10) is given by

∆ =
1

4

[
f

(
−B

3

)]2
+

1

9

[
f ′

(
−B

3

)]3
.

So equation (10) has one double or triple roots if ∆ = 0; equation (10) has one real root and two

conjugate complex roots if ∆ > 0; equation (10) has three different real roots if ∆ < 0.

In order to analyze the situation of roots for equation (10) by Descartes’ guidelines, we first give

some assumed conditions.

(H1) any of the following conditions: (a1) B ≥ 0, D < 0; (a2) C ≤ 0, D < 0; (a3) B < 0, C >

0, D<0,∆ > 0; (a4) B < 0, C = 0, D = 0; (a5) C < 0, D = 0;

(H2) any of the following conditions: (b1) B < 0, C > 0, D > 0,∆ < 0; (b2) B < 0, C > 0, D =

0, B2 > 4C;

(H3) B < 0, C > 0, D < 0,∆ < 0;

(H4) any of the following conditions: (c1) B ≥ 0, C ≥ 0, D ≥ 0; (c2) D > 0,∆ > 0;

Then we easily obtain the following lemma based on Descartes’rule.

Lemma 1 For equation (10), we have the following conclusions.

(i) If (H1) holds, then equation (10) has the only positive real root;

(ii) If (H2) holds, then equation (10) has two different positive real roots;

(iii) If (H3) holds, then equation (10) has three different positive real roots;

(iv) If (H4) holds, then equation (10) has no positive real roots.

Consequently, it is not difficult to find that system (2) has six epidemic equilibrium points at most.

We write them by

P ∗
i,1 = (E∗

i,1, N
∗
i,1, T

∗
i ), P

∗
i,2 = (E∗

i,2, 0, T
∗
i ), i = 1, 2, 3.

However, the population of normal cells is greater than zero in host, so in the next section we only

investigate the dynamical properties of disease-free equilibrium point P ∗
0,1 = (E∗

0,1, N∗
0,1, 0) and the

positive equilibrium points P ∗
i,1 = (E∗

i,1, N
∗
i,1, T

∗
i ), i = 1, 2, 3.
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2.3 Stability of equilibrium points

In this section, we shall discuss the stability of system (2) at its disease-free steady state and the

positive steady states.

Let P ∗
i,1 = (E∗

i,1, N∗
i,1, T ∗

i ) (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) be any arbitrary steady state, then the Jacobian

matrix J of system (2) about P ∗
i,1 is given by

J =


ρT ∗

i
α+T ∗

i
− β1T

∗
i − c1 − d1

0

−β3T
∗
i

0

−b1r1N
∗
i,1

−β4T
∗
i

αρE∗
i,1

(α+T ∗
i )

2

β2N
∗
i,1

r2 − c3 − 2b2r2T
∗
i − β3E

∗
i,1 − β4N

∗
i,1

 ,

and the corresponding characteristic equation can be written as

|λI− J| = 0, (11)

where I is a unit matrix. For the steady state P ∗
0,1 = (E∗

0,1, N
∗
0,1, 0), equation (11) reduces to

(λ+ c1 + d1)(λ+ r1 − c2)

[
λ− (r2 − c3) +

β3s

c1 + d1
+

β4(r1 − c2)

b1r1

]
= 0. (12)

Hence, according to the previous assumption r1 > c2, we have the following theorem by Routh-Hurwitz

Criterion.

Theorem 2 If there exists a disease-free equilibrium point P ∗
0,1 and r2 − c3 − β3s

c1+d1
− β4(r1−c2)

b1r1
< 0,

then P ∗
0,1 is locally asymptotically stable.

For any positive steady state P ∗
i,1 = (E∗

i,1, N
∗
i,1, T

∗
i ), i = 1, 2, 3, equation (11) reduces to

λ3 +A1λ
2 +A2λ+A3 = 0, (13)

where

A1 =
s

E∗
i,1

+ b1r1N
∗
i,1 + b2r2T

∗
i > 0,

A2 = b1b2r1r2N
∗
i,1T

∗
i + β2β4T

∗
i N

∗
i,1 +

s(r1b1N∗
i,1+r2b2T ∗

i )

E∗
i,1

+
αβ3ρE∗

i,1T
∗
i

(α+T ∗
i )

2 > 0,

A3 =
s(b1b2r1r2N∗

i,1T
∗
i +β2β4T ∗

i N
∗
i,1)

E∗
i,1

+
b1r1αβ3ρE∗

i,1N
∗
i,1T

∗
i

(α+T ∗
i )

2 > 0.

Thus, by directly calculating, we easily get

A1A2 −A3 =
s

E∗
i,1

(
s(b1r1N∗

i,1+b2r2T ∗
i )

E∗
i,1

+
αβ3ρE∗

i,1T
∗
i

(α+T ∗
i )

2

)
+

b2r2αβ3ρE∗
i,1(T

∗
i )

2

(α+T ∗
i )

2

+(b1r1N
∗
i,1 + r2b2T

∗
i )

(
b1b2r1r2N

∗
i,1T

∗
i + β2β4T

∗
i N

∗
i,1 +

s(b1r1N∗
i,1+b2r2T ∗

i )

E∗
i,1

)
> 0.

Similarly, we have the following theorem by the application of Routh-Hurwitz Criterion.
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Theorem 3 If there exists a positive steady state P ∗
i,1 = (E∗

i,1, N∗
i,1, T ∗

i ) (i = 1, 2, 3) in system (2),

then it is locally asymptotically stable.

Note that system (2) possesses three positive equilibrium points at most. However, the existence of

the equilibrium point is a stronger condition. As long as the positive steady state exists, it must be locally

asymptotically stable.

3 Stochastic tumor model

3.1 The construction of CTMC model

According to the analysis of deterministic model, we can distinguish the tumor model into 9 stages,

and a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) model can be derived based on the branching processes

theory [36]. Setting
−→
X (t) = (E,N, T )tr be a continuous random vector and t ∈ [0,∞). A state change

in short time ∆t is ∆
−→
X =

−→
X (t + ∆t) − −→

X . Based on the deterministic model, we propose 9 possible

state changes in the CTMC model and their corresponding occurrence rates as shown in table 1.

Table 1: State changes and their associated occurrence rates during ∆t

i ∆
−→
X tr Pi∆t+ o(∆t) Description

1 (1, 0, 0) (s+ ρET
α+T

)∆t+ o(∆t) Reproduction of a immune effect cell and the recruit by tumor cells.

2 (−β1, 0,−β3) (ET )∆t+ o(∆t) The competition between immune effect cells and tumor cells.

3 (−1, 0, 0) (d1E + c1E)∆t+ o(∆t) Natural death and response to chemotherapy of immune effect cells.

4 (0, 1, 0) r1N(1− b1N)∆t+ o(∆t) Logistic growth of normal cells.

5 (0,−β2,−β4) (NT )∆t+ o(∆t) The competition between normal cells and tumor cells.

6 (0,−1, 0) (c2N)∆t+ o(∆t) Response to chemotherapy of normal cells.

7 (0, 0, 1) r2T (1− b2T )∆t+ o(∆t) Logistic growth of tumor cells.

8 (0, 0,−1) (c3T )∆t+ o(∆t) Response to chemotherapy of tumor cells.

9 (0, 0, 0) 1−
8∑

i=1

Pi∆t+ o(∆t) No change.

In the state change 1 of table 1, the ∆X⃗tr = (1, 0, 0) represents that the number of effector immune

cell increases ”1” with no change of normal cell and tumor cell. The state change only happens in repro-

duction of effector immune cell and also the recruit by tumor cell, the corresponding occurrence rates

are (s∆t + o(∆t)) and ( ρET
α+T ∆t + o(∆t)), separately, and o(∆t) represents a error term of occurrence

rate in the process of state change. For the competition between immune effect cell and tumor cell, β1
of immune effect cells and β3 of tumor cells would dead with a occurrence rate ((ET )∆t + o(∆t)).

Similar competition happens between normal cell and tumor cell with cell lose ∆X⃗tr = (0,−β2,−β4)

and corresponding occurrence rate ((NT )∆t+ o(∆t)). Those are state changes 2 and 5. In state change
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3 , the ∆X⃗tr = (−1, 0, 0) implies a death of immune effect cell, this can be caused by nature death or

response to chemotherapy of immune effect cell, with corresponding occurrence rates (d1E∆t+ o(∆t))

and (c1E∆t + o(∆t)) respectively. Similar logic and analysis can be conducted to normal cells and

tumor cells. Then eventually we will have those 8 state changes and their associated occurrence rates in

table 1.

Based on the state changes and their corresponding occurrence rates in table 1, we can build a

Itô process by computing the expectations E(∆
−→
X ) and E(∆

−→
X∆

−→
X tr). Here, the occurrence rates are

approximately viewed as the corresponding probabilities for each state change. Therefore, neglecting

terms higher than o(∆t), the expectation E(∆
−→
X ) yields in the following form

E(∆
−→
X ) =

∑8
i=1 Pi∆t∆

−→
X i =

−→
f (E,N, T )∆t,

and

−→
f =


s+ ρET

α+T − β1ET − d1E − c1E

r1N(1− b1N)− β2NT − c2N

r2T (1− b2T )− β3ET − β4NT − c3T

 .

We can treat this as a mean part, without randomness. By adding up some Weiner processes, we obtain

the expression of an approximate covariance matrix of ∆
−→
X as follows

E(∆
−→
X∆

−→
X tr) ≈

∑8
i=1 Pi∆t∆

−→
X i∆

−→
X tr

i = Σ(E,N, T )∆t,

where the diffusion matrix Σ is


P1 + β2

1P2 + P3 0 β1β3P2

0 P4 + β2
2P5 + P6 β2β4P5

β1β3P2 β2β4P5 β2
3P2 + β2

4P5 + P7 + P8

 .

Due to the difficulty of finding the square root of the diffusion matrix Σ in practice, we use an equivalent

matrix G, which also full fills GGtr = Σ. And elements in G are

gj,i = Xi,jP
1/2
i ,

where Xi,j is the j-th element in
−→
X i [37]. Then we could have

G =


P

1/2
1 −β1P

1/2
2 −P

1/2
3 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 P
1/2
4 −β2P

1/2
5 −P

1/2
6 0 0

0 −β3P
1/2
2 0 0 −β4P

1/2
5 0 P

1/2
7 P

1/2
8

.
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Therefore, the stochastic deferential equation for tumor immune response process has the form as below
d
−→
X (t) =

−→
f (E,N, T )dt+G(E,N, T )d

−→
W (t),

−→
X (0) = (E(0), N(0), T (0)),

(14)

where
−→
W (t) = (W1(t),W2(t), . . . ,W8(t))

tr is a vector of eight independent Wiener process, and

d
−→
Wi(t) is a Gaussian increment with mean 0 and identity matrix I as covariance. This SDE happens

to be in an Itô process. Specifically, there is no need for chemotherapy treatment if no tumor cell. In this

case, we have E(0) = Ē, N(0) = N̄ , and T (0) = 0, with c1 = c2 = c3 = 0. Therefore, the Itô process

can be simplified as below
dE = (s− d1E)dt+

√
sdW1 −

√
d1EdW3,

dN = [r1N(1− b1N)]dt+
√

r1N(1− b1N)dW4.

(15)

Clearly, equation (15) is a closed scaler system. However, it is quite difficult to calculate its mean and

variance for all cases because of multiplicative noises. Note that tumor patients may have a period of

stability after receiving chemotherapy, which indicates that model (15) may be globally stable under

some conditions, and that random factors cannot fundamentally change the stability of model (15) in

some cases. Thus, we further give the following assumptions.

(H5) There exists a set Φ such that stochastic model (15) is globally stable for (E,N, T ) ∈ Φ.

(H6) For any function f(E,N, T ), (E,N, T ) ∈ Φ,
∫ t
0 f(E,N, T )dWi(u) is martingale (i =

1, 2, · · · , 8).
Under such assumptions, we can solve the mean and variance under above conditions by applying

Itô’s formula [38]. From the first equation of equations (15) we get

E(t) = E(0) +

∫ t

0
(s− d1E(u))du+

∫ t

0

√
sdW1(u)−

∫ t

0

√
d1E(u)dW3(u). (16)

Because
∫ t
0

√
sdW1(u) and

∫ t
0

√
d1E(u)dW3(u) are both martingales, we have

E[
∫ t

0

√
sdW1(u)] = 0, E[

∫ t

0

√
d1E(u)dW3(u)] = 0.

Hence, by equation (16) we obtain

E(E(t)) = E(E(0)) +

∫ t

0
(s− d1E(E(u)))du. (17)

Since the system described by equation (15) is in the stable state and assume E(0) = E which means

the expectation E(E(t)) = E(E(0)) = E for all t ≥ 0, thus we know that in equation (17)

s− d1E(E(t)) = 0, i.e. E(E(t)) = E =
s

d1
for all t ≥ 0. (18)
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In the following we use the Itô formula to calculate the variance of E(t). By Ito formula,

dE2(t) = 2E(t)dE(t) + (dE(t))2

= 2E(t)[(s− d1E(t))dt+
√
sdW1(t)−

√
d1E(t)dW3(t)]

+ [(s− d1E(t))dt+
√
sdW1(t)−

√
d1E(t)dW3(t)]

2

= (s+ (d1 + 2s)E(t)− 2d1E
2(t))dt+ 2E(t)

√
sdW1(t)− 2E(t)

√
d1E(t)dW3(t),

where

(dt)2 = dW1(t)dW3(t) = dtdW1(t) = dtdW3(t) = 0, (dW1(t))
2 = (dW3(t))

2 = dt.

Similar to the calculus for the equation (17) and by equation (18) we get

E[E2(t)] = E[E2(0)] +

∫ t

0
[s+ (d1 + 2s)E[E(u)]− 2d1E[E2(u)]]du

= E[E2(0)] +

∫ t

0
[2s(1 + E)− 2d1E(E2(u))]du,

Thus, we further obtain 
dE[E2(t)]

dt + 2d1E[E2(t)] = 2s(1 + E),

E[E2(0)] = E
2
= ( s

d1
)2.

(19)

Then we have E[E2(t)] = E + E
2 − Ee−

2st
E . Hence,

V ar[E(t)] = E[E2(t)]− [E[E(t)]]2 = E + E
2 − Ee−

2st
E − E

2
= E(1− e−

2st
E ). (20)

That is to say, when t ≫ 1, it holds that V ar[E(t)] ≈ E.

For the second equation in equations (15), similarly we get

E(N(t)) = E(N(0)) +

∫ t

0
[r1E(N(u))− r1b1E(N2(u))]du. (21)

If we assume E(N(t)) is independent of t and N(0) = N , then

r1E(N(t))− r1b1E(N2(t)) = 0, i.e. EN2(t) =
EN(t)

b1
, for all t ≥ 0.

Thus,

V ar(N(t)) = EN2(t)− [EN(t)]2 =
EN(t)

b1
− [EN(t)]2 =

N

b1
−N

2
. (22)

3.2 Extinction probability of tumor cell

Based on the infinitesimal probabilities (≈ occurrence rates) for state-changes in table 1, a time-

homogeneous Continued Time Markov Chain (CTMC) model can be formulated, which means that the

probability of change of states only depends on the current state. After an initial existence of tumor cell,

both normal cell and effect cell are assumed to be and will remain at the steady state, i.e., E(t) = Ē

11



and N(t) = N̄ . Assuming the effect of chemotherapy and competitions among tumor cells exist and

each tumor cell acts independently while again the dynamics do not depend on history, so we only need

to concentrate on the CTMC of T (t). The backward Kolmogorov equation can give the probability of

a CTMC system that will be in a given subset of states. So under the simplification of all assumptions

above, we can solve the extinction probability of tumor cells by using the backward Kolmogorov equa-

tion. According to the theory from the branching process, the steady-state solution of the backward

Kolmogorov equation is equivalent to the extinction probability, i.e., lim
t→∞

T (t) = 0 [40].

Next, we use the Probability Generating Function (p.g.f) of T (t) to build the backward Kolmogorov

equation. Setting T (0) = 1, then the p.g.f of T (t) is

ϕ(t;x) =
∑
k

Pr{T (t) = k|T (0) = 1}xk. (23)

Hence, the backward Kolmogorov differential equation for ϕ(t, x) can be written as [41]

∂ϕ

∂t
= g(x) =

∞∑
k=0

∂Pr{T (t) = k|T (0) = 1}
∂t

xk. (24)

Therefore, the infinitesimal probabilities in table (1) and equation

Pr{T (t) = k|T (0) = 1} ≈ I1,k + ak∆t+ o(∆t), (25)

can be employed to estimate Pro{T (t) = k|T (0) = 1}, where I1,k = 1 if k = 1, otherwise I1,k = 0. ak
is the infinitesimal probability of state change (∆E,∆N, k − 1), which can make the tumor cell change

from 1 to k. Based on the whole probability
∑∞

k=0 Pr{T (t) = k|T (0) = 1} = 1 and equation (25), it is

easy to get
∑∞

k=0 ak = 0. Then we have the backward Kolmogorov differential equation as follows

∂ϕ

∂t
= g(x) =

∞∑
k=0

akx
k. (26)

Set the backward Kolmogorov differential equation (26) equal to zero, and the root of that equation can

be used to estimate the extinction probability of Pr{T (t) = 0|T (0) = 1}, which satisfies the following

lemma [41, 42].

Lemma 2 Assume that p̃ is the minimum root of the backward Kolmogorov differential equation (26). If

p̃ ∈ [0, 1), then p̃ is the approximate ultimate extinction probability.

In the following, we shall discuss the extinction probability by the application of lemma 2. Because∑∞
k=0 ak = 0, it is easy to see that p = 1 is always a solution of g(p) = 0. In practice, there may exist

another solution 0 ≤ p̃ ≤ 1. However, before applying the lemma to the model, three assumptions need

to be satisfied first: i) the state changes describing in table 1 are independent, ii) the initial state of the

model is
−→
X (0) = (E(0) = Ē,N(0) = N̄ , T (0) = m)tr, iii) p̃ exists. According to the Galton Watson

branching theory, the ultimate extinction probability of tumor cells Pr{ lim
t→∞

T (t) = 0} for our CTMC
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model can be written as

Pr{ lim
t→∞

T (t) = 0|E(0) = Ē,N(0) = N̄ , T (0) = m} = p̃m. (27)

Under our SDE model, since it is time-homogeneous we are only interested in the change of state during

∆t. In a short period of time ∆t and with initial tumor cell count 1, all changes of the state are limited

in: i) start with 1 tumor cell and die out during ∆t, i.e., Pr{T (t) = 0|T (0) = 1} ≈ 0 + a0∆t+ o(∆t);

ii) start with 1 tumor cell and duplicate into 2 tumor cell during ∆t, i.e., Pr{T (t) = 2|T (0) =

1} ≈ 0 + a2∆t + o(∆t); iii) start with 1 tumor cell and end with 1 tumor cell during ∆t, i.e.,

Pr{T (t) = 1|T (0) = 1} ≈ 1 + a1∆t + o(∆t). Assume that each change of state obeys uniform dis-

tribution. For example, P5 is the probability of −β4 tumor cell due to the competition between normal

cell and tumor cell, while P5/β4 is the probability of −1 tumor cell due to the same reason. According

to the infinitesimal probabilities in table (1), with setting T = 1 we have



a0 =
1

β3
P2 +

1

β4
P5 + P8 =

1

β3
Ē +

1

β4
N̄ + c3,

a1 = −{a0 + a2} = −{ 1

β3
Ē +

1

β4
N̄ + c3 + r2(1− b2)},

a2 = P7 = r2(1− b2).

(28)

Then g(p) = 0 will be

g(p) = a0 + a1p+ a2p
2 = 0, (29)

where a21 − 4a0a2 ≥ 0 always holds. It is easy to see that equation (29) always has a solution p = 1.

Based on the definition of ai (i = 1, 2, 3), the minimum solution of equation (29) p̃ can be achieved as

follows

p̃ =
Ē/β3 + N̄/β4 + c3

r2(1− b2)
. (30)

Specifically, ignoring the competition among E,N and T , we easily get
a0 = c3,

a1 = −(c3 + r2(1− b2)),

a2 = r2(1− b2),

(31)

so the extinction probability of tumor cell is

p̃ =
c3

r2(1− b2)
. (32)

Consequently, the following theorem can be obtained.
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Theorem 4 Assume that 0 ≤ p̃ < 1 is the minimum solution of g(p) = 0. If (H1),(H5) and (H6) hold

and p̃ exists, then system (2) has an unique positive equilibrium point and the ultimate extinction proba-

bility of tumor cells with initial state
−→
X (0) = (E(0) = Ē,N(0) = N̄ , T (0) = m)tr is

Pr{ lim
t→∞

T (t) = 0|E(0) = Ē,N(0) = N̄ , T (0) = m} = p̃m.

Moreover, if the disease-free equilibrium exists, the extinction probability of tumor cells would approxi-

mately be 1.

4 Numerical simulations and discussions

In this section, some numerical simulations are performed to verify the main results obtained above.

The effect of chemotherapy on the clearance of tumor cells is the key to success in cancer treatment,

so we focus on how the change of parameter c3 affects the stability of system (2). In order to reveal the

role of parameter c3 in cancer treatment, we only change the value of c3, and remain the same values for

the other parameters in system (2). All the value of parameters in system (2) are shown in the columns

of ’Data 1’ and ’Data 2’ in table 2. The choices of the parameter values can be referred to literature

[9, 17, 32, 35, 43, 44, 45], where the values are got from clinical trials.

When parameters values are taken from the column of ’Data 1’, the phase figure and time figure

of system (2) are presented in Fig. 1. In this case, system (2) has an unique positive equilibrium point

which should be locally asymptotically stable according to theorem 3. Figure (a) displays that all trajec-

tories tend to the positive equilibrium point P ∗
i,1, and figure (b) shows that the number of three types of

cells remains unchanged after a period of fluctuation. It implies that the quantity of tumor cells can be

controlled in a very small range with the help of chemotherapy, which offers a reasonable explanation for

why tumor patients could maintain a stable condition from months to years after receiving chemotherapy.
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Fig.1. The unique infected equilibrium P ∗
i,1 = (4.29, 1.53, 0.057) is locally asymptotically stable. In figure (a), the initial

values are (3, 3, 3), (2, 3, 3), (4, 3, 3), (5, 3, 3), (6, 3, 3), (4, 2, 3), respectively. The initial value is (3, 1.5, 1) in figure (b).

In the following, taking the parameter values from the column of ’Data 2’, we obtain the phase

figure and time figure of system (2) as shown in Fig.2. Under these parameter values, system (2) has
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Table 2: Parameter Values

Parameters Definition Unit Data 1 Data 2

s Source rate of the immune effector cells 1× 104 cell day−1 1 1

ρ Maximum production rate of effector cells 1 day−1 0.3 0.8

α Half saturation constant 1× 106 cell 0.8 0.2

β1 Effector cells inactivation rate by tumor cells 1× 10−8 1 0.2

β2 Normal cells inactivation rate by tumor cells 1× 10−8 0.1 0.15

β3 Tumor cells inactivation rate by effector cells 1× 10−8 0.3 0.1

β4 Tumor cells inactivation rate by normal cells 1× 10−8 0.3 0.1

d1 natural death rate of effector cells 1 day−1 0.3 0.3

r1 the maximal growth rate of normal cells 1 day−1 0.7 0.5

r2 the maximal growth rate of tumor cells 1 day−1 2.3 0.8

b1 Reciprocal of the maximal carrying capacity of normal cells 1× 106 cell−1 0.6 0.5

b2 Reciprocal of the maximal carrying capacity of tumor cells 1× 106 cell−1 0.2 0.4

c1 the depletion rate of effector cells caused by chemotherapy 1× 106 day−1 0.2 0.1

c2 the depletion rate of normal cells caused by chemotherapy 1× 106 day−1 0.2 0.1

c3 the depletion rate of tumor cells caused by chemotherapy 1× 106 day−1 0.2 0.6

a disease-free steady state P ∗
0,1, and r2 − c3 − β3s

c1+d1
− β4(r1−c2)

r1b1
= −0.21 < 0. Hence, the disease-

free steady state is locally asymptotically stable based on theorem 2. As illustrated in figure (c), all the

trajectories with different initial values converge to the equilibrium point. Time figure (d) shows the

quantity of three types cells keep stable after a period of fluctuation. The most exciting phenomenon is

that tumor cells disappear because of the effective chemotherapy, which implies that if the efficacy of

chemotherapy is good enough, the tumor may still be cured. In fact, there are a small number of similar

cases are reported in the clinic. Received a period of chemotherapy, tumor cells cannot be detected in the

blood and tissues of some tumor patients.
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Fig.2. The disease-free equilibrium P ∗
0,1 = (2.50, 1.60, 0) is locally asymptotically stable.In figure (c), the initial values are

(3, 3, 3), (2, 3, 3), (4, 3, 3), (5, 3, 3), (6, 3, 3), (4, 2, 3), respectively. The initial value is (3, 3, 3) in figure (d).

In order to more clearly demonstrate the role of chemotherapy in cancer treatment, we give the

bifurcation diagram for the number of tumor cells in response to the change of depletion rate c3 as shown

in Fig.3. In addition to c3, the other parameter values are the same as those in the column of ’Data 1’.

As can be observed in Fig.3, the number of tumor cells first drops sharply, and then slowly declines with

increasing of c3. When c3 is approximately equal to 1.6, the quantity of tumor cells first reaches zero.

Still, if c3 continues to increase, the number of tumor cells keeps in the level of zero. This suggests that

the depletion rate of tumor cells caused by chemotherapy could become a decisive factor for the presence

or disappearance of the tumor.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
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4.5

5

c3

T

Fig.3. Bifurcation diagram for the number of tumor cells in response to the change of depletion rate caused by chemotherapy.

The initial value is (3, 3, 6) in this figure.

In the following, we further show the impact of stochastic properties on the dynamic behaviors of

tumor immune responses. Likewise, taking parameter values from ’Data 1’, we make a plot (e) based
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on the stochastic model (14). In fact, the deterministic model shown in figure (b) could be treated as the

mean process of the three variables including random errors in figure (e). However, figure (e) represents

only a random case for illustration purpose. Without loss of generality, we make a larger number of

stochastic samples containing 1000 simulation results. By calculating the mean of these samples, we

give the average change trend for the number of three types of cells as shown in figure (f). Obviously,

the mean result of a large sample is similar to the situation described by the deterministic model in figure

(b).
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Fig.4. Diagrams for the stochastic (mean) volatility model of (E(t), N(t), T (t)) . The initial values are both (3, 1.5, 1) in the

two figures.

Besides, residuals of (E(t), N(t), T (t)) from the sample above is displayed in figure (g) to check

the behaviour of the variance of the three components. Also, the standard deviation of 1000 simulation

samples corresponding to each time point of E(t), N(t), T (t) is presented in figure (h). As shown in

figure (g), with the achieving of the steady state, the volatility of the three components significantly

decrease at different levels. Meanwhile, it is easy to see that the volatility of the three components are

not independent, and they more or less have the similar pattern. Surely this phenomenon conforms with

the definition of matrix G above.
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Fig.5. Residuals and standard deviations of (E(t), N(t), T (t)) based on the SDE model with Data 1 setting.
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Next, we shall calculate the extinction probability of tumor cells under the setting of ’Data 1’. Given

E(t) = Ē, N(t) = N̄ and T (0) = 1, we have the minimum p̃ ≈ 0.8007 by using equation (30). With

different initial tumor cell number T (0) = m, we obtain the extinction probability as follows

lim
t→∞

Pr{T(t) = 0|T(0) = m} = 0.8007m.

In order to demonstrate the relationship between the extinction probability and some important param-

eters, we make a probability plot in Fig.6 based on the setting: r2 ∈ [3, 8], c3 ∈ [0.1, 0.55] and the rest

parameter values are the same as themselves in the column of ’Data 1’. Under these parameter values, it

is easy to obtain the extinction probability changing between [0.1298, 0.9604]. From Fig.6, it is obvious

that the extinction probability of tumor cells will increase with the increase of c3, while it will decrease

with the increase of r2. This also proves that the effect of chemotherapy may decide the growth trend of

tumor cells.
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Fig.6. Probability of tumor extinction p̃, giving E(t) = Ē, N(t) = N̄ , T (0) = 1, r2 ∈ [3, 8] and c3 ∈ [0.1, 0.55].

5 Conclusions

Chemotherapy, as an effective cancer treatment method, lengthens the lives of many cancer pa-

tients. The goal of this paper is to explore the dynamics behaviors of tumor immune-responses under

chemotherapy. Based on the work of Pillis and Radunskaya [32, 33], we first develop an ODE model

to describe the quantities’ change for tumor cells, normal cells and effector cells by adding the effect of

chemotherapy. All solutions of the deterministic ODE model are proven to be positive and ultimately

bounded under the initial conditions. The existences of disease-free and positive equilibriums are ana-

lyzed by discussing the roots’ distributions of a cubic equation. We further show that if the disease-free

equilibrium point exists and r2 − c3 − β3s
c1+d1

− β4(r1−c2)
b1r1

< 0, then it is locally asymptotically stable,
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while the stability of positive equilibrium point is locally asymptotically stable as long as it satisfies

the conditions of existence (see Fig.1 and Fig.2). Actually, the stability of positive equilibrium point

explains why cancer patients can maintain a stable station for months to years. Efficient chemotherapy

could eliminate cancer cells (see Fig.3), which implies the effect of chemotherapy maybe a key to cure

cancer.

Considering the stochastic factors in the process of tumor immune responses, such as the vari-

ability in cellular reproduction, growth and death, interspecific competitions, and immune response to

chemotherapy, we extend the deterministic model to two stochastic models: one is a stochastic differ-

ential equations (SDEs) model, the other is a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model. After

obtaining the SDEs model, we respectively compute the expectations and variances both of effector im-

mune cells and normal cells in the absence of disease and disease conditions, and find that they could

slightly fluctuate around the expectations which are equal to their equilibriums (see Fig.4 and Fig.5).

Based on the theory of branching processes, the CTMC model is constructed and then used to estimate

the extinction probability of tumor cells(see Fig.6), which reveals the possible quantitative relationship

between the disappear of tumor cell and the important parameter values in the model. Overall, the de-

terministic and stochastic models are helpful to understand the dynamic behaviors of tumor immune

responses, and provide valuable insights for making a treatment programme reasonably.
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